
‘Other camera’ configuration for OST Gate View 

The general process that one has to follow is seen below: 
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1 Example 1: AXIS M1101 
 

1.1 Step 1: Select Other Camera 

 

For adding a new camera which does not appear in the drop down menu of the camera list please select 

‘Other camera’. See picture 1. 

 

Figure 1: Other camera selection 



After selecting Other camera, page is changed and gives three options: 

1. Configure Name of camera (This is just a custom name that user can enter) 

2. Stream URL 

3. Snapshot URL 

 

Figure 2: Other camera Screen 

 

1.2 Step 2: Find Camera API 

 

User now has now the task to find the AXIS API document or site that describes how to construct the 

http request for Stream URL. In this document we shall demonstrate a way to find this kind of 

document. Sometimes manufacturers do not have it available and user has to ask for it. 

Go to Google and search for AXIS API and press the first link (seems suitable) 



 

Figure 3: Search for AXIS API 

 



 

Figure 4: APIs from AXIS 

 

Then in the figure below we see that VAPIX is the general API from AXIS that enables us to use it for our 

integration. 

 



 

Figure 5: Video Streaming Section 

 

The page above shows the document we desire that we can construct the http request for video 

streaming. AXIS cameras come with different firmware versions. Depending on which firmware your 

camera runs the related VAPIX version should be opened. AXIS M1101 suppors firmware version 5.00 as 

it can be seen in the next figure from AXIS configuration screen. 



Figure 6: Check for firmware version 

 

1.3 Step 3: API for constructing streaming URL 

 

Then press Video Streaming API and VAPIX document will appear on your screen. From the table of 

contents we see ‘Video Streaming over HTTP’. This is the section for requesting stream over http from 

the camera. Now user has to have in mind the restrictions OpenScape Office product gives for the 

requesting stream. These are: protocol: Motion JPEG , resolution ≤ 320x240 and fps ≤12fps. First things 

first: Go to 2.6.3 for Motion JPEG Video CGI Request. 



 

Figure 7: API document index 

 

 

Figure 8: Motion JPEG video streaming http syntax 



 

 

Now take a look at the syntax. Our request has to be like this together with some parameters which we 

shall look in the end. It is:  

http://<servername>/axis-cgi/mjpg/video.cgi 

<servername> is the IP of the AXIS camera we have assigned. In our case it is: 192.168.178.181 

Hence the URL will be: 

http://192.168.178.181/axis-cgi/mjpg/video.cgi 

Have we finished? No, if we apply this URL then the video will indeed be captured however with the 

settings we have configured in AXIS administration page. If these are: resolution ≤ 640x480 and fps 

≤12fps then we are fine. Job is finished!! 

 However AXIS API gives us the opportunity to configure this on every capture instance we create for 

this camera.  So let’s navigate a little bit further down to the parameters. 

 

Figure 9: Parameters 

 

There is one fps and luckily an example how to insert a parameter! 

So the URL will now become: 



http:// 192.168.178.181/axis-cgi/mjpg/video.cgi?fps=12 

You may wonder where is the resolution? If you see there is an entry: ‘General image arguments, see 

Image Request Arguments’. So you have to go to this section: 

 

Figure 10: More parameters 

 

…and here is the resolution, which will be obviously a string, for example 320x240. 

So now the final URL will take the form of: 

http:// 192.168.178.181/axis-cgi/mjpg/video.cgi?fps=12&resolution=320x240 

Still however we haven’t finished. For security reasons IP cameras require username and password to be 

accessed! But where do we put this information inside the URL? Unfortunately VAPIX does not specify 

this because this is a general http request option. Normally this information inserted at the beginning of 

URL such as here: 

http://<username>:<password>@<servername> 

Hence our URL will now become: 

http://root:pass@192.168.178.181/axis-cgi/mjpg/video.cgi?fps=12&resolution=320x240 

where root and pass the default values of username and password of AXIS cameras respectively. 

 

1.4 Step 4: Test your settings 

 



Now that we have constructed our URL we have to see if this works. There are plenty of ways to do this. 

Either run it at the browser: 

 

Figure 11: Test the URL at a browser 

 

It works! Please see that firefox hides username and password after we have inserted the full link. 

OpenStage Gate View however provides the opportunity to test this link from WBM with the Preview 

option. So if we insert the URL in the Stream URL section of figure 1 and press preview, an image like the 

below  will appear: 



 

 

Figure 12: Test the URL at the OpenStage Gate View configuration page with Preview option 

 

1.5 Step 3(snapshot URL): Follow API for constructing snapshot URL 

 

So far so good. Now it is possible to see video in (1) surveillance mode and (2) on OpenStage devices. 

All it’s left is to configure Snapshot URL in order to watch video at Mobile Clients and iPhone 

Application. 

In AXIS we do a similar job. Remember again the restrictions: protocol: JPEG. We seek now for how to 

capture a JPEG. At section ‘2.6.1 JPEG Image (Snapshot) CGI Request’ we can see the format of the URL: 



 

Figure 13: Construct Snapshot URL 

It is: 

http://<servername>/axis-cgi/jpg/image.cgi 

Hence final snapshot URL will be 

http://root:pass@192.168.178.181/axis-cgi/jpg/image.cgi 

Above we point out the differences with the streaming URL. 

 

1.6 Step 4 (snapshot URL): Test your settings 

 

We can test this again by inserting the link in the corresponding box in OpenStage Gate View 

administration for Other Camera: 



 

Figure 14: Test both URLs with preview option. 

 

If you see both screens this means everything will work fine with your configuration. 

 

1.7 Step 5: Save your settings 

 

Now press Save! 

 



Figure 15: Save configuration 

Test your OpenStage Device and your iPhone to check if everything works! 

Note: Of course VAPIX comes with some ready examples for the users such as below. So if you are lucky 

then manufacturer could offer you some common examples as in section 2.2. Under these examples one 

can see how Motion JPEG video is acquired. That 

 

 

Figure 16: AXIS API common examples for constructing URL faster 

 

Or even this 

 



Figure 17: AXIS API common examples for constructing URL faster II 

 

 


